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Abstract 
With the development of the internet and social networks, the multimedia data, particularly digital images, has been of 

increasing interest to scientists. Due to their advantages including high speed, high security, and complexity, chaotic 

functions have been broadly employed in image encryption. The present paper proposed a modified logistic map function 

which resulted in higher scattering in the obtained results. Confusion and diffusion functions, as the two main actions in 

cryptography, are not necessarily performed in order, i.e. each of these two functions can be applied on the image in either 

order, provided that the sum of total functions does not exceed 10. So, to calculate the sum of functions, confusion has the 

factor of 1 and diffusion has the factor of 2. To simulate this method, a binary stack was used. Application of binary stack 

and pseudo-random numbers obtained from the modified chaotic function increased the complexity of the proposed 

encryption algorithm. The security key length, entropy value, NPCR and UACI values, and correlation coefficient 

represented in the analytical results revealed the capability and validity of the proposed method. Analyzing the obtained 

results and comparing the algorithm to other investigated methods clearly verified high efficiency of the proposed method. 
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1. Introduction 

With widespread use of the Internet, especially after 

the advent of online communities such as social networks, 

millions of bytes of information are being transmitted 

every day [1]. This information is transmitted through text, 

audio, image and video between different users [2]. 

Encryption is a traditional technique for the secure 

transmission of this information. However, the traditional 

text encryption techniques cannot protect images 

efficiently due to the big difference between images and 

texts. Image Encryption is a serious challenge in 

governmental (military, medical) digital services, 

multimedia systems, and Internet-based communications. 

On the other hand, the recent advances in information and 

communication technology and e-commerce have 

provided potential markets for distributing digital content 

such as image over the Internet [3]. A big challenge is 

how to protect the intellectual property of multimedia 

content, namely image, in multimedia networks. 

Accordingly, development of efficient methods for the 

storage and transfer of digital data has become an 

attractive topic for researchers. It is highly  

Necessary for these data to be transformed to a 

template preventing the access of invalid users to them. 

Therefore, ensuring the security of image messages is 

a dramatically important topic today [4]. In the last 

decade, different encryption algorithms have been 

introduced based on various principles in the literature, 

such pixel adaptive diffusion [5], fractional wavelet 

transform [6], image filtering [7], elliptic curve [8], and 

reversible cellular automata [9]. 2D cellular automatic 

machines [10, 11], collusion function-based methods [12], 

domain phase-based algorithms [13], and chaos theory 

[14-16] are more popular in image encryption. Due to the 

properties of chaotic systems such as acceptable speed, 

security, and high complexity, chaos-based encryption 

algorithms can be useful in many applications.  

An ideal encryption method is expected to address 

some of the fundamental requirements of encryption 

including chaos, distribution, and randomness. Due to 

their random behavior and high sensitivity to primary 

parameters and conditions, chaotic systems provide great 

potential to resist the attack of invalid users. Natiq et al. 

proposed a new hyperchaotic map based on Sine map and 

two-dimensional Henon map. They indicated that their 

proposed method could encrypt digital images with high 

complexity performance and low implementation cost 

[17]. Huang and Ye used an image encryption algorithm 

based on irregular wave representation [18]. Although the 

method‟s NPCR and UACI were higher than 0.9 and 0.33, 

respectively, it was time-consuming. In [19], a 

synchronous permutation-diffusion technique was used 

for image encryption. In that paper, in order to reduce the 

sending process time, permutation and diffusion steps for 

any pixel are performed in the same time. An image 

encryption scheme based on chaotic tent map is proposed 

by Li et al. [20]. They show that, image encryption systems 

based on such map show some better performances. A 

new cryptographic method was proposed based on Henon 

chaotic map in [21]. Color image encryption using random 
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transforms, phase retrieval, chaotic maps, and diffusion 

was presented in [22]. A combination of several 

encryption tools is used in that paper. 

Chaotic functions are generally employed in the 

encryption of text and image files. Basic logistic map 

chaos function has some disadvantages such as short 

alternation period, undesirable uniformity, and low 

independence from the generated data [23].  

In this paper, a modified basic logistic map function is 

introduced to overcome the disadvantages such as 

undesirable uniformity and low independence. Then the 

modified logistic map function is employed in the 

encryption of images to efficiently apply diffusion and 

confusion functions on images using a stack structure and 

favorably performed encryption. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 

introduces the theoretical foundations of the proposed 

algorithm. Section 3 investigates the implementation of the 

proposed algorithm and its effect on some sample images. The 

experimental results along with their analysis are presented in 

section 4. Conclusions are represented in section 5. 

2. Theoretical Foundations of the Proposed 

Algorithm 

General procedure of image encryption algorithms 

using chaotic functions is as follows: 

i. First, the input image is transformed into a 2D 

arrangement of constituent pixel values. 

ii. A chaotic map function is chosen to generate 

pseudo-random numbers. In this step, parameters 

and primary values of the chaotic function are 

chosen in order for the signal to have chaotic 

behaviour in the considered interval. 

iii. All parameters and values required for the 

encryption of the image in the destination are 

included in the encryption key. 

iv. The procedure of confusion is applied. In this step, 

matrix values of the image are relocated to random 

positions using random numbers generated by the 

chaotic function. This relocation takes place 

according to box, row-column, singular, or other 

methods. Method selection affects the operational 

speed of the algorithm. 

v. The procedure of diffusion is applied. In this step, 

every single pixel in the image matrix is changed. In 

fact, the value of each pixel is added to the random 

value obtained from chaotic function and other 

parameters (depending on the used algorithm 

considering speed and security) were balanced 

within the valid interval of pixel values. 

Depending on the type of the algorithm, each of the 

two above steps could be repeated until the algorithm 

reached the required resistance to different attacks. The 

order of repeat was included in the encryption key. 

Decryption of the image was done at the destination with 

the encryption key with the reverse order of the above steps. 

 

2.1 Algorithm Description 

In the proposed algorithm, the modified linear logistic 

chaotic map was used. Logistic map function is defined 

by Eq. (1) [24]: 
 

         (    )                (1) 
 

Fig. (1) shows the behavior of this function over time. 

 
Fig. 1. Behavior of logistic map function 

The main problem of logistic map function is that the 

scattering of numbers generated in the random interval is 

low, especially in the beginning and end of the interval. 

By introducing some changes in the basic logistic map 

function, as shown below, more chaotic and random 

behavior was observed: 
 

Logistic(x0,r) 

Begin 

    pow1 

    t(r * x0 * (1 - x0)) 

    if ((t * 100) Mod 2) = 0 then 

   pow  2 

    p  t + Math.Pow(-1, pow) * (t /100) 

    if (0 < p and p < 1) then 

        return p 

    else 

return Logistic(t, r) 

end. 

Algorithm 1. Modified Logistic Map algorithm 

In this algorithm, t stands for the value obtained from 

basic logistic map function. If   is even it increases by 

     , otherwise       is subtracted from its value.  
 

 
Fig. 2. Behavior of modified logistic map function 

Only values between 0 and 1 were used as random 

values. The behavior of the modified function for the 

primary value of        and parameter of          is 

shown in Fig. 2. The values obtained from the algorithm 

were arranged in a linear array and sorted in an ascending 
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order. After sorting, the primary array index was used as 

the values for encryption. The scattering of basic and 

modified logistic map in the interval of [0,1] for 500 

repeats is given in Table 1. 

Table 1. Results for logistic map and modified logistic map 

Primary values                             

Main Algorithm 79,59,36,27,35,40,40,27,43,114 

Modified 

Algorithm 
86 ,49,34,43,21,52,36,41,53,85 

Primary values                             

Main Algorithm 80,45,33,38,42,36,33,30,56,107 

Modified 

Algorithm 
33 ,44,42,40,25,33,39,86,53,105 

 

As it is clear in the results, the scattering of the 

modified mapping is better for primary similar values. 

2.2 Stack Structure 

The proposed algorithm is not sensitive to the order of 

confusion and diffusion applied on the image provided 

that the sum of the applied procedure does not exceed 10. 

To calculate the sum of procedures, confusion procedure 

has the factor of 1 and diffusion procedure has the factor 

of 2. For the simulation of this method, the binary stack 

was used so as to make it possible to perform the 

procedures in the reverse order in the decryption step and 

obtain the original image. During encryption, the stack 

status is included in the encryption key and the stack 

structure is restored at the destination according to the 

values of encryption key. 

2.3 Encryption Key Definition 

In the introduced algorithm, key consists of two parts and 

has a length of 128 bits. The first part keeps parameters and 

primary values of the chaotic function and the second part is 

used for mapping the stack status. At the beginning and for 

each image, the part associated with the parameters and 

primary values in the encryption key is generated randomly. 

Furthermoer, according to these 0-1 strings, primary value 

and parameter of chaotic function is generated. 

3. Implementation of the Proposed Algorithm 

The proposed algorithm is implemented based on the 

following steps: 

a. First, the values of three elements of color image, 

namely red, green, and blue, are separated and put into 

separate matrices, i.e. if the dimensions of the input image 

are in the form of         then matrices will be in 

the form of          . 
b. The encryption key is generated as a sequence of  

random binary numbers, as shown in Fig. 3. 

 
Fig. 3. key structure 

According to the generated key, parameter   and 

primary value    are obtained by the following equations: 
 

                (2) 
 

   (   K2)   (   K )   (3) 
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According to Fig. 3, each    includes 14 bit-containers 

of encryption key. Applying these equations, parameters 

and primary values are obtained randomly within the 

following intervals: 

                                     
In order to apply confusion, the two following steps 

are taken: 

a. Linear array    with length   is created and filled  

with decimal values obtained from chaotic function. 

The sorted values of    are put into array   . Then, values 

of    are searched in    and their index is input into 

another array with the name of Index, whose length is 

equal to    and   . This way, column indices of the image 

are randomly placed in the Index array. Then, each 

column of    matrix is relocated according to the Index 

array, as well illustrated in Fig. 4. 
 

 
Fig. 4. First step in applying confusion 

b. Now, according to Fig. 5, the procedure of step c is 

applied to rows in order to  

relocate 3w dimension.  
 

 
Fig. 5. Second step in applying confusion 

Moreover, the following steps are taken for applying 

diffusion algorithm. 

c. First, in linear chaotic matrix with the length of  

    , random numbers from the interval    (  
 )     are located. The parameter    is divided by 3, i.e. 

  
      . 
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d. In this step, the parameter sum is added to each 

element of a pixel. Here, the sum includes the 

value of red element associated with the previous 

pixel and the random number generated for the 

current pixel. The red color element of the previous 

pixel is added so that if a small variation takes 

place in the decryption of the image, the original 

image cannot be restored even if the correct key is 

available. Then, the value of each color element of 

the pixel is added with sum and balanced into the 

interval [0,255]. This step is applied on every pixel 

of the image. 

e. Finally, all three matrix elements of the image are 

integrated. 

At last, having the parameter and primary value as well 

as the employed logistic function, random numbers used 

during encryption can be restored to decrypt the image. 

That is to say, using the above-mentioned steps in the 

reverse order, the original image is obtained. In the Fig. 6, 

the proposed method is shown in the flowchart format. 

3.1 Results of Applying Algorithm on Some 

Sample Images 

The proposed algorithm was applied on some 

standard images including Figs. 7, 8, and 9 as primary, 

encrypted, and decrypted images, respectively. Moreover, 

the color histogram of each image is shown within three 

main color channels. The color histograms clearly shows 

the performance of the proposed algorithm for Baboon 

and Lena images.  

 
Fig. 6. The flowchart of the proposed method 

4. Results and Discussions 

An optimal encryption algorithm mush have enough 

security and efficiency against different types of decryption 

attacks, statistical attacks, comprehensive operation of key 

space, and brute-force. In what follows, the performance of 

the proposed algorithm in these tests is described. 
 

 
Fig. 7. Primary images and color histograms 

 
Fig. 8. Ciphered images and color histograms 

 
Fig. 9. Decrypted images and color histograms 

4.1 Key Space Analysis 

In an encryption algorithm, key space has to be big 

enough to be resistant against brute-force attacks. NIST 

organization has predicted the minimum required length of 

encryption key to be 80 bits [25]. The key space of the 

proposed method is 2^128 which is much bigger than 2^80, 

therefore it is safe against comprehensive key search attacks. 

4.2 Histogram Analysis 

Histogram shows the number of pixels at each gray 

level of an image. If the distribution of gray levels is not 

uniform in an image, the original image can be restored 

merely with attack by having the encrypted image and not 

needing the key. Therefore, a good encryption algorithm 

has to act in order for the histogram of the encrypted image 

to have random and uniform appearance and the attackers 

cannot get any information from this aspect of the image. 

In Figs. 7, 8, 9, the histograms of two standard images 

of Lena and Baboon are shown in three states including 

original, encrypted, and decrypted, respectively. 

Histogram of the image in encrypted state was perfectly 

uniform and different from the histogram of the original 

image. That is to say that the attackers cannot obtain any 
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information on the original image by analyzing the 

histograms of encrypted images. 

4.3 Correlation Coefficient Analysis 

The correlation between two adjacent pixels is known 

as the correlation coefficient which is one of the most 

important features in image encryption area [16]. To 

investigate the correlation between two adjacent pixels in 

an image, first 4069 couples of adjacent pixels were 

chosen totally randomly. Later, the correlation coefficient 

of each couple was calculated using Eq. (9) [26]. 

    
   (   )

√ ( ) √ ( )
    (9) 

where x and y are the gray levels of two adjacent 

pixels. Eqs. (10)-(12) define parameters used in Eq. (9). 
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Below, the results of this test for adjacent pixels in 

diagonal state for two images of Lena and Baboon are 

represented. Figs. 10 and 11 display the diagonal 

correlation for the two images. 
 

 
Fig. 10. Diagonal correlation test for original, encrypted, and  

decrypted images 

 
Fig. 11. Diagonal correlation test for original, encrypted, and 

decrypted images 

As shown in Table 2, all three diagonal, horizontal, and 

vertical correlations are calculated for the image of Lena. 

Table 2. Correlation of Lena image 

Correlation type Plain image 
Cipher 

image 

Horizontal correlation 0.97028249 0.0079959 

Vertical correlation 0.9628058 0.0096502 

Diagonal correlation 0.985534 0.0109409 
 

According to the results and figures, it is clear thatthe 

correlation of pixels is significantly reduced in the 

encrypted state . 

4.4 Analysis of the Sensitivity of the Algorithm 

In addition to the key sensitivity, plaintext sensitivity 

is also an important rule to evaluate the efficiency of a 

designed image encryption algorithm. In other words, the 

algorithm should be very sensitive to the plain-image 

even just for one-bit change [18]. To analyze the 

sensitivity of the algorithm, the original image was 

encrypted at first. Then, one pixel of the original image 

was changed in a completely random way. The obtained 

image was encrypted one more time and finally the two 

encrypted images were compared based on the following 

equations. The effect of changing one pixel in the original 

image on the encrypted image was investigated with two 

measurement criteria, namely NPCR and UACI [27].  

NPCR is the average number of pixels in the 

encrypted image varied due to the change of one pixel in 

the original image. For two encrypted images    and    

whose original images were different only in one pixel, a 

2D arrangement of   (   ) was first calculated according 

to the following equation: 

 (   )  {
(   )   ؛              (   )

(   )   ؛               (   )
 (13) 

Where   (   ) and   (   ) stand for the value of gray 

level of pixels in encrypted images of    and   , 

respectively. Based on [27], NPCR is the absolute number 

of pixels which changes value in differential attacks, can 

be evaluated by Equation (14). 

     
∑  (   )    

   
     (14) 

Where   and   are the dimensions of the original image. 

UACI is the average of lightness intensity difference 

between two images which is calculated as follows [27]: 

     
 

   
[
∑    (   )    (   )    

    
]

                           

(15) 

Where   is the number of bits used for displaying the 

image, which was 8 in the present study.  

To design an acceptable encryption method, the 

NPCR should be greater than 0.99 and the UACI is about 

0.33 [28]. Average NPCR and UACI for this algorithm 

were 0.993454 and 0.334267, respectively. 
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4.5 Analysis of Entropy 

Entropy or irregularity is a criterion for describing the 

randomness of information source which was first 

introduced by Shanon in 1949. Moreover, it is calculated 

as follows and the theoretical value is 8 for a message in 

gray level [15]. 

 ( )   ∑  (  )    (
 

 (  )
)    

   

   

 (16) 

where   is the number of gray levels used in the 

image which was        here and  (  )  shows the 

probability of occurrence of the i-th gray level in the 

image. Table 3 shows the results of entropy test for 

original and encrypted images of Lena. 

Table 3. Entropy test results for Lena image 

 Red element Green element Blue element 

Plain image 7.2530845 7.5951533 6.968516 

Cipher image 7.999302 7.999353 7.999269 

4.6 Performance Analysis 

To provide more evaluations, the proposed method was 

compared with several methods including hyper chaotic 

map [7], irregular wave representation [15], synchronous 

permutation-diffusion technique [19], chaotic tent map 

[20], chaos-based fast image encryption algorithm [28], 

hybrid genetic algorithm and chaotic function model [29], 

chaos-based symmetric image encryption using a bit-level 

permutation [30], DNA sequence operation and hyper-

chaotic system [31], quantum logistic map [32], and 

coupled two-dimensional piecewise chaotic map [33] , 

Total Chaotic Shuffling Scheme [34]. 

First, this comparison was made based on the 

correlation of adjacent pixels, shown in.Table 4. 

The results show that the correlation in the proposed 

method is smaller than that in many other methods. 

Table 5 summarizes the sensitivity of the algorithm to 

the original image and compares it with other algorithms. 

Table 4. Correlation comparison between the proposed method and other 

related methods 

 Horizontal Vertical Diagonal 

Proposed algorithm 0.0009995 0.006650 0.00109 

Ref. [18] 0.0172 0.0277 0.0039 

Ref. [19] 0.0008 0.0021 0.0005 

Ref. [20] 0.0016 0.0025 0.0003 

Ref. [28] 0.0009 -0.0022 0.0149 

Ref. [29] -0.0054 0.0093 -0.00009 

Ref. [30] 0.002 0.0009 0.0016 

Ref. [31] -0.0002 0.0038 0.0009 

Ref. [32] 0.0065 0.0055 0.0082 

Ref. [34] 0.00235 0.001235 0.00036 
 

As can be seen in Table 5, after encryption of both 

images, the values of NPCR and UACI exceed 99% and 

33%, respectively, outperforming other comparable 

methods and proving that the proposed method has the 

capability to resist differential attacks. 

 

 

Table 5. The performance of the proposed scheme and other comparable 

methods based on NPCR and UACI 

Algorithm UACI NPCR 

Proposed algorithm 0.334267 0.993454 

Ref. [10] 0.3327 0.9941 

Ref. [19] 0.335989 0.996304 

Ref. [28] 0.335615 0.996427 

Ref. [29] 0.331084 0.971394 

Ref. [30] 0.334815 0.996473 

Ref. [31] 0.335989 0.996304 

Ref. [34] 0.334627 0.996086 
 

In Table 6, the entropies of the original and encrypted 

images at three states are shown and compared with other 

algorithms. 

The results show that the entropy of the proposed 

method is very close to the ideal entropy value, higher 

than that of many other existing algorithms. 

Table 6. Entropy Comparison 

Algorithm Entropy 

Proposed Algorithm 7.999308 

Ref. [10] 7.9965 

Ref. [19] 7.9994 

Ref.[20] 7.9998 

Ref. [28] 7.9994 

Ref. [29] 7.9978 

Ref.[30] 7.9993 

Ref.[31] 7.9975 

Ref.[33] 7.9992 

Ref.[34] 7.9993 

4.7 Resistance to Noise Analysis 

The resistance of an encryption system to noise in real-

world communication technologies is one of the most 

important issues. When an image is transferred through a 

communication channel, it can be exposed to destructive 

noise. A good encryption algorithm needs to have the 

potential of preventing severe destruction of the decrypted 

image on receiver‟s side when the encrypted images are 

subjected to noise by being transferred through a 

communication channel [25,35].  

The results obtained by tests on the images show that 

the proposed algorithm has the required resistance to salt 

and pepper noise and Gaussian noise. Figs. 12 and 13 

present the results obtained by applying salt and pepper 

noise on sample images. Fig. 12 depicts the results obtained 

by testing the image after applying 15% salt and pepper 

noise on the encrypted Baboon image which can be 

observed after decryption on the right side of the figure. 
 

 
Fig. 12. Applying Salt and pepper noise with 15% density on  

encrypted image 

Fig. 13 shows the application of 40% noise on an image 

of an airplane. 
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Noise can have a great destructive effect on the key 

such that decryption becomes impossible even by small 

changes in the key. Transferring key through a safe channel, 

independent from the channel through which the image is 

transferred, can prevent this problem. 
 

 
Fig. 13. Applying Salt and pepper noise with 40% density on  

encrypted image 

5. Conclusion 

Different patterns have proposed for image encryption 

among which those based on chaos theory have gained 

special popularity. The present paper proposed a novel 

algorithm based on chaos theory and modified logistic 

map. Pseudo-random numbers obtained from the 

modified function had higher distribution than those 

obtained from the basic logistic mapping function. 

For encryption, confusion and diffusion were applied 

on the pixels of the original image in a random order. 

Furthermore, the random order was managed based on a 

binary stack and a 128-bit key on both sender and receiver 

sides. The key consisted of two parts where the first part 

kept the parameter and primary value of chaotic function 

and the second part was used for mapping stock states. First, 

for each image, the part related to the parameter and 

primary value was randomly generated in the encryption 

key. Then, based on this 0-1 strings, primary value and the 

parameter of the chaotic function were created. 

The proposed algorithm was tested on sample and 

standard images. Moreover, the parameters required for the 

analysis of the proposed algorithm were discussed and 

compared with other algorithms, verifying the efficiency 

and security of the proposed lagorithm to different attacks. 
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